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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY 
B.A./B.Sc. Hons./Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2020 

GEOHGEC04T/GEOGCOR04T-GEOGRAPHY (GE4/DSC4) 

Full Marks: 50 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The igures in the mnargin nduc ate full unarks. 

Cundiudales should ansver in their onn uords 

und ulhere to the nord limit us practicuble. 

CATEGORY-A 

Ca1- 
Answer any two questions from the following (each within 600 words) 10x2 20 

1. What is Air pollution? Briefly discuss the causes and effects of air pollution. 

2 Define Environment. What are the different approaches to Environmental 

studies? 

What do you mean by eco-system? Discuss the man-nature relationship 

highlighting the environmental characteristics of the hot desert biome. 
. 

CATEGORY-B 

Answer any four questions from the following (each within 150 words) 5x4 20 

4 Describe the vertical structure of the Tropical Raiforest Biome. 

Different iate between Bio-populat ion pyramid and Bio mass pyramid 

Enumerate the factors responsible for water pollution. 

7. Define Energy pyramid. 
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8. What are the steps usually taken to arrest 'desertification"? 

How does energy flow from one trophic level to another in an eco-systemn? 

Explain with example. 
9. 

10. What is Bio-diversity? Explain the significance of Bio-diversity. 

CATEGORY-C 

2x5 10 Answer any five questions from the following (each within 50 words) 

11 Define ecotone. 

12 What do you mean by Biodiversity loss' 

13. What do you mean by 'social forestry'? 

14. Distinguish between "food chain' and 'food web'. 

15. What is Acid Rain? 

16. Write a short note on 'World Environment Day. 

17. What is Ozone hole'? 

18. Define soil erosion. 

19. What is sustainable development? 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail / Whatsupp 
fo their onn respeective colleges on the same du/dute of exuminutivn within I hour ufter 
end uf eram. Universit College authorities uill not he held responsible for urong Suhmissien fut in proper ulelress). Stulents ure stronglr alvised not to submit multiple copies of the sume unsuer sCrIpl. 
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